CFM
Crew Portal
Reduce administrative burden

Self-administrative crew data management –
on board, in the office and on the go.
Managing crews, their personal data, certificates

for document renewals and download relevant files

as well as documents can be a time-consuming

on their desktop, tablet or mobile.

process. With CFM Crew Portal, the management

Thanks to an intuitive user interface, CFM Crew

of crewing processes becomes much simpler and

Portal can immediately be used productively without

more transparent while reducing administrative

any need for time-consuming trainings. By letting

effort. It enables your seafarers to autonomously

the crew actively take part, you can not only stream-

view and manage their personal data or documents

line administrative tasks but continuously optimise

such as certificates and to access company news

the overall efficiency of your crewing processes.

and shared data. This is supported by a detailed

With an optimal level of planning and support of

user role concept allowing you to define access

daily tasks, CFM Crew Portal ensures that your

privileges just the way you need. The crew can

most valuable asset – the seafarer - is well sup-

simply view upcoming assignments, check alerts

plied and stays up to date.

Increased productivity

Flexible

Get more done and work from wherever

Forgot something? No problem, take

you are – just take your phone.

out your phone and get it done.

Integrated

Up-to-date

Take advantage of the perfect interaction

Be always up-to-date, no matter whether

of all apps integrated in CFM.

you have a computer at hand.

Key features
Works in the browser and on your

Increases crew’s autonomy, crew data

mobile device

quality and availability

Enhances retention rate and

Significantly reduces administrative

commitment of your crew

burden for related parties, such as crew
manager or manning agencies

Intuitive and easy to use interface
for the crew

Crew Portal Mobile
Crew Portal Mobile gives your crew the
flexibility to manage and access their
data regardless of location.
Your crew can simply log into the mobile
companion app of the Crew Portal and
manage their data on the fly or check
upon their next assignments using their
favourite mobile device.
Thanks to an intuitive and easy to use
interface, the app does not only increase
crew’s autonomy, crew data quality and
availability but also significantly reduces
administrative burden for related parties,
such as crew manager or manning
agencies.
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